
 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

Rural Recovery Project 
 

 This project started out as part of the rural recovery project. Our instructions were 
to find a website that demonstrated some aspect of rural life or culture in Georgia. 



 My search led me to www.shieldsethridgefarm.org. This is a very comprehensive 
web site about the Shields-Ethridge Heritage Farm. The website outlines a brief history of 
the farm, which has been in existence for over 200 years, site plans, and some pictures of 
the buildings. It also said tours were available on request. 
 I was so intrigued by the possibilities of this find as a larger project, and just the 
history in general, that I e-mailed, and then called for an appointment. I was able to talk 
to Mrs. Joyce Ethridge, the matriarch of the family, and we set a date for a meeting. Mrs. 
Ethridge was very protective of her farm, and had to have my reassurance that I was a 
student, and not someone out to exploit the farm in the media. So on September 30, my 
husband and I started out on an adventure that would affect us both deeply. 
 The journey to Jefferson, Georgia, was longer than we expected, but once we got 
there (after a couple wrong turns), we found Mrs. Ethridge to be a most gracious hostess 
in the style of the old South. Her knowledge of the history and workings of the farm is 
immeasurable. 
 We started our walking tour at the house built in 1866. She let us go inside and 
showed us where the original house was and where the additions had been built through 
the years. Mrs. Ethridge is very proud of her family that still lives and works on the farm. 
Her grandson is the seventh generation, direct descendent of the Shields-Ethridge 
founders. She told us about a box that was found in the attic of the house in 1985 that 
contained all the records: birth and death certificates, deeds, wills, and bills of sale (even 
for slaves) that dated back to 1794. She is in the process of preserving these invaluable 
links to her past. I would like to try and go back there at a later date and interview Mrs. 
Ethridge at length about these incredible records. I would love to be able to see and 
photograph them for posterity.  
 We continued our tour across the street where twenty buildings remain standing in 
their original locations. As we walked, Mrs. Ethridge gave us a detailed oral history of 
what farm life was like at the turn of the century. Many of the machines still work, and 
she demonstrated them for us. I was totally enthralled by the cotton gin. I never realized 
all the work involved in ginning a bale of cotton. Their gin was in operation until the 
1950s and Mrs. Ethridge told us they still grow a half-acre of cotton every year to 
demonstrate the gin to visiting schoolchildren. This project has given me much better 
insight on the day-to-day workings of a large farm at the turn of the century. It was a 
hard, but rewarding life with a real sense of community. Everyone depended on each 
other for cooperation and the success of the farm. The Shields-Ethridge Farm was the 
largest in the area, and supplied work and services for many other people in Jackson 
County.  
 I took two rolls of pictures and used two tapes to record Mrs. Ethridge, along with 
three pages of written notes. I have so much information that I decided to focus on just 
the work buildings for my final project. This project has been a labor of love for me since 
the first day I found the website. I knew instantly that if I could visit the farm, I would 
use it for my final project. It can even be expanded for future projects. Mrs. Ethridge is a 
wonderful lady and I learned so much from her. The history of the farm and this family is 
incredible. I hope to be able to visit her again. In the meantime, I would like to start 
writing her, and I promised to send this project when completed. 
 I have so much more to learn. 

http://www.shieldsethridgefarm.org/
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